
TOP 7 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD RECONSIDER 

QR codes had a tough first run. But here’s a few reasons why we think QR codes were simply ahead of their time.

There Are Now More Mobile Phones 
Than People 

8.05 Billion Phones vs. 
7.5 Billion People1

Average American spends over 
3 hours on a mobile device 

every day2

Big Brands Continue to Believe in QR

Access exclusive characters 
and features with Disney 
games like Disney Magical 

World 2 and Animal Crossing by 
scanning QR codes4

Scan the Snapcode from Jeep 
events and social media sites to 
access the exclusive “Jeep Hair, 

Don’t Care” Snapchat lens3

Give a friend a $1 discount on 
their next Coke by scanning a 

QR code6

Scan a QR code on the Pepsi 
Fire can to access mobile 

games and Snapchat filters5

QR is Building a Cashless Society

Visa7 and Mastercard8 now 
o�er QR code payment 

methods in India

In 2016, 93 percent of WeChat 
users used its QR code scanning 
payment method, WeChatPay9 

Facebook Messenger Opened the Door 
to Mass Adoption

1.2 billion monthly users can now read and 
make QR codes without leaving Messenger

QR Goes Beyond Just URLs
Companies are doing way more with QR than just sharing websites. QR 

allows brands to create customer-specific experiences such as:

Instantly registering products Pairing Wi-Fi or 
Bluetooth devices

Launching highly 
personalized cloud-based 

apps

Google already has QR code 
reading to mobile Chrome

iOS 11 will have QR reading 
capability in the native camera12

Tech Giants Know QR Isn’t 
Going Anywhere

Millennials Use QR to Be Social

Spotify allows the sharing of 
songs by scanning a code on a 

friend’s screen

Snapchat’s Snapcodes allow millennials 
to add other accounts to their social 
networks and scan directly to brands’ 

websites through QR technology10

72 percent of monthly streams 
come from millennials11
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